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 In today’s fashion industry, the term haute couture is used very loosely to describe 

expensive handmade designer clothes. The consumer typically thinks of high end designer 

brands selling luxurious suits, dresses, and accessories as haute couture for exclusive clients. 

Haute couture is typically associated with French designers and brands and if it is handmade then 

it must be exotic or glamorous. Although there are some truths too these beliefs, there is so much 

more to haute couture than just what meets the eye. The media, individuals, and even some in the 

fashion industry mistakenly use this term very carelessly.  

 For starters, haute couture can be directly translated into English as “high sewing” but in 

France the term means: a unique custom fitted design, created from high quality material, and 

constructed with great attention to detail. This means that everything being displayed on the 

runway or in a magazine is not haute couture and it cannot be easily known just by looking at the 

garment. When it comes to custom fitted designs in couture, the designer creates a specific and 

exclusive project for the client or model, which fits and compliments the look of only this 

individual. This means the measuring, tailor work, and planning are all done with consideration 

to the customer’s needs and wants, as well as the designer’s outlook.  

 Typically, couture is created from the most high-end materials available at the time of 

creation. There is no holding back, there is no budget allotted for couture and there are no limits. 

It is the designer’s responsibility to obtain the most relevant and updated materials for the clients. 

Whether it is fabric, sequins, threads, precious metals, or any other component of the garment 

must be carefully selected and accepted by both parties. When this happens the project moves 

forward without bounds. Haute couture fashion is priceless, and it is only measured by the time, 

detail, and attention put forth by the designer (Fury, Alexander, 2017).  

 The amount of detail put in by the designer and his/her team depends on the deadlines, 

the skill required and the process necessary to achieve the projects desired outcome. To meet 



deadlines, designers work around the clock to accomplish perfection in their designs. Therefore, 

flexibility is important and managing time is a crucial factor when taking on a new project. Skill 

is also a very critical aspect for the designer and it will ultimately affect the outcome of the 

project. Proficiency in pattern making, draping, sewing and tailoring is a must and a technical 

ability to use various types of tools and devices. Generally, some of these skills are acquired over 

time and can take years to master. Thus, the designer is trusted by the customer to be able to 

carry on the project while giving the client a visual representation of the possible outcomes if 

they wish to see it. 

 The previous was haute couture in a nutshell, but in France haute couture is an 

established and regulated system that started out as a medieval guild. The term haute couture, is 

actually and institution itself and it is protected by the law in France. Haute couture is regulated 

by the Chamber of Commerce in Paris and run by the trade association Chambre Syndicale de la 

Haute Couture. This means that only “fashion houses” that are certified by this trade union can 

practice this type of fashion and can use the name haute couture. These fashion houses or 

companies are chosen each year by the Chamber of Commerce and must follow their rules 

closely. The trade association was established in 1868 after being an unformal guild that was 

around since the medieval times. Counterfeits, new collections, the number of models in a show, 

press relations, taxes, and all promotional activities are all regulated by this association. The 

original founder was Charles Fredrick Worth and by the 1930’s there was a school affiliated with 

the association. This school brought in designers from all over and these students then work 

under the trade association.  

 In order to establish yourself as a haute couture fashion house, the establishment must 

meet the requirements that are put forth by the association. This criterion was established in 1945 

and it must be met for the house to be able to even use the name haute couture: (1) the design 



will be made to order for customers which includes a couple fittings, (2) must create a workshop 

or atelier in Paris that has a minimum of 15 staff workers that are fulltime, (3) must have a 

minimum of twenty fulltime technical workers, (4) and must present for the public every season 

a minimum of fifty unique designs (Fury, Alexander, 2017). It is not a simple task to meet these 

conditions but if accepted they can proudly use the couture name. Some examples of the fashion 

houses that can use the haute couture name are Chanel, Armani, Valentino, and Dior. 

 As mentioned above it is not easy to certified into the trade association that oversees 

couture in Paris. Unfortunately, couture can be a very difficult and risky business venture for 

some, just like it was for Christian Lacroix who’s old couture house is across the street from the 

Fédération Française de la Couture which is the French Federation of Couture. Lacroix was 

forced to close his fashion house due to financial problems in the late 2000’s, after being open 

for over 20 years. His couture line never made a single euro in profit in all of its time active and 

he reported a 10-million-dollar loss in the same year. Aside from his talent, his couture could not 

give him the capital to keep it active.  

 Shockingly, couture basically makes zero profits for its designers and instead it incurs 

more costs. This is due to the system of haute couture and its beginnings. Every year there are 

about 15 designers that can only produce in Paris and they must present their original designs 

twice a year (January and July). Everything is constructed by hand and the materials can sustain 

a total cost in the hundreds of thousands of dollars for one garment. The only way for these 

fashion houses to make any capital is by creating other ready to wear lines using the same name 

brand, including: hand bags, accessories, make-up, and perfumes. His is the only way for these 

designers to make a profit since couture does not necessarily influence the fashion industry as 

well as fast fashion does. Only a limited few people in the world can actually afford these haute 

couture pieces anyway.  



 Today there are not many haute couture artists either. There is only a handful and they 

include artists like Iris Van Herpen. Her work promises the future of couture as she has used 3D 

printing to create some of her works. Although, technically the work is not done completely by 

hand but it shows the direction in which couture is headed in. Technology will improve the 

efficiency and reduce the amount of time and man power when a designer takes on a new 

project. 

 There has also been a shift in what is allowed in the haute couture trade association. For 

example, the fashion label Vetements was allowed to display their streetwear style wear as part 

of haute couture. This changes the traditional view that we had of couture and paves the way for 

newer and more original ideas.  

 However, one must appreciate the most traditional and game changing designers that put 

a different face to the couture industry. There are artists that truly changed the appearance of 

dressmaking forever and have set an example for these new generation designers. These 

traditional designers seemingly came from nowhere during times that were hard not only for 

France but for the whole world. They have inspired generations of young creators and 

established rules and guidelines and have made fashion a more accessible part of everyone’s 

daily life. Without their original and inventive ideas, the fashion world would not exist as it is 

today. Even today the established traditional brands that exist are attributed to the past couture 

designers that have left their mark and their names continue to be used around the world. 

 One of these great innovators in couture was Christian Dior, who reinvented haute 

couture during a time span of ten years. Before one can delve into how Dior change couture and 

fashion in general we must look into his history and how he got to be one of the most famous 

designers of all time.  



 

Christian Dior 

 Christian Dior was born on 21st of January 1905 in a small coastal town in Normandy, 

France called Grancille (Dior Mag). From his early childhood days nobody in his family would 

assume that Christian would become anything remotely close to a fashion designer. Since he was 

born into a rich family with international ties in trading, he would be expected to follow into his 

father’s footsteps and become a diplomat. Dior was pushed by his father to study Political 

Science in the Ecole des Sciences Polities of Paris, even though he had shown interest in fine arts 

and wanted to be an architect. Eventually, Dior obeyed his father and studied for a diplomatic 



career, but soon after he finished he did not pursue a career in diplomacy. He and his 

acquaintance Jacques Bon Jean opened up an art gallery where they exhibited works from 

famous artists of the late 1920’s like: Picasso, Dali, and Matisse. Of course he could not have 

done this with the financial backing from his family who remained a partner in his new trade. 

Unfortunately, his new career was cut short because his father declared bankruptcy in 1931, as a 

superstitious person Dior could not help but blame this bad luck on a mirror that shattered before 

him a year earlier (Christian Dior, p168). However, he remained adamant and continued as an art 

promoter and worked with the surrealist artists of the time like Salvador Dali. Only a few years 

later Christian contracted tuberculosis and was taken to a sanitarium for about a year, which 

interrupted his career nonetheless. After he regained health, he returned to Paris to help support 

his family who was recovering financially. At the same time, he took fashion design on the 

recommendation from his friends. He knew nothing of fashion but his sketches drew the 

attention of some couturiers and milliners.     

 

Christian Dior & Sketch 



 As he sold his sketches and gained familiarity with the industry, in 1938 he was hired as 

an assistant designer by Robert Piguet a popular Swiss designer based in Paris at the time. This 

was the opportunity that Dior was waiting for to prove his artistic abilities that he was holding in 

for so long. Some of his most popular projects like Café Anglais and Robes Amphores, caught 

the attention of many in the industry. These two pieces showed the essence of what was to 

become Dior’s signature style. Cafe Anglais was a black-and-white hound’s tooth check suit, 

which included wide draped overskirt over a petticoat and a small fitted jacket made of black 

woolen fabric. The Robes Amphores, had a full skirt held at the waist by a belt creating a new 

trend for fuller and rounder hips. This was the beginning of his new and illustrious career (Dior, 

Elie R. P118).  

 After a short time spent with Piguet, in 1941 Dior worked with Lucien Lelong for about 

five years. During this time Dior perfected his technical skills and established a sense of 

discipline in implementation. He mastered tailoring skills and his talents as a specialist all thanks 

to his love for art and his entrepreneurial spirit (Christian Dior, p20). In a later meeting with 

industry leader Marcel Boussac, Christian got the chance to embark on a new mission. Together, 

Dior and Boussac created a fashion house which became a very successful and lucrative 

enterprise. His first collection was released soon after in 1947, with a spectacular reception he 

introduced a new era of couture to the world.  

Christian Dior’s life was more than complicated than it might seem at first glance. As a 

designer in post-world war II, he had much to prove not only to himself but to the public who 

was hungry for the visually pleasing couture fashion trends of the time. He wanted to change the 

wartime look for a more feminine look. Shortly before his death, Dior had written a book of his 

feelings towards his short lived fame. In his memoir Dior by Dior, he tries to publicize an 

internal conflict that has been looming inside him since his rise to fame. 



 In order to understand Dior’s situation, we must have an understanding of the fashion 

industry during this era. Time is a very important factor in fashion, as we look at the past for 

guidance towards future looks by creating something new in the present. We must also take 

notice of his background, he is both Parisian and Norman, still fully French. As a Norman he 

displays the spirit in revolution in his vision for design and planning. Then the Parisian half 

created the “famous couturier” that we all know today. Going back to the Time Space subject, 

Dior had inspiration come from nostalgic times and places. Mostly from places he visited and 

from historical times he longed for. For every piece Dior created there is a background story for 

it that comes from his inspiration and his own imagination. Since he was raised in a wealthy 

family, Dior understood luxury and fine arts and took some of his creativeness from paintings by 

Ingres and Modigliani.it is no surprise that after he caught a break from both wars that his focus 

was in couture, or haute couture to be more precise (Francoise Giroud, p146). His focus was on 

the curvaceous female form and he constantly used bone, bodices and corsets. 

 



 

the ‘New Look’: Bar afternoon suit 



  The name Christian Dior has become indivisible with the notorious New Look, which 

was originally introduced as ‘Corolle’ line in the Spring/Summer of 1947. Its nipped-in waists 

and large calf-length skirts, which burst outwards like the petals of a flower from the fitted 

bodices to suggest a flower blossoming, took the fashion world by storm and changed the 

definition of femininity. The editor in chief of Harper’s Bazaar at the time, Carmel Snow, called 

the collection “a revolution”, and dubbed it what it became known as the ‘New Look’. This New 

Look was about getting out with the old, which was militarized clothing that women had been 

wearing for almost a century then. What Dior did, was basically go back a hundred years and 

began to make clothing more feminine (Palmer, 2009). It worked for him because he was being 

called an innovator, but all he did was bring back older styles and transforming them.  

 



 

Christian Dior: “Junon” dress 



One of his dresses was inspired by Greek mythology and was created alongside the 

“Venus.” The “Junon” dress, is French for Juno who is an ancient Roman goddess she is known 

as the one who makes the child see the light of day. The dress is like an upside down blooming 

flower with shiny sequins petals that shimmer under the spotlight. The creamy silk net gown 

with embroidered sequins is one of the most popular designs in Christian Dior’s collection of 

Autumn/Winter 1949-1950.  

 

The “Junon” dress in Metropolitan Museum of Art 



 

Sequins detail Oriented 

Considered among the most outstanding dresses Dior has ever designed, the strapless 

bodice is overstated with clear crystal beads and a thin trim of fabric along the neckline and 

waistline, creating a slimming effect on the waist. Shimmering blue, green, and rust sequins are 

greatly encrusted at the hem but progressively fade as they travel up the gradually fading petal of 

the skirt, which appears to be shaped in imitation of eyeless peacock feathers, referencing the 

bird that is closely linked with the patron goddess of Rome. The use of graduation draws 

attention towards the voluptuous skirt, which makes the lower body appear wider and fuller with 

its horizontal hemlines. This complements the tiny waist line above the skirt and highlights the 

hourglass figure. The silk net fabric invokes a sense of lightness and angelic appeal when the 

iridescent sequins catch the light.  



 

Christian Dior: “Junon” & “Venus” dresses 



 

The “Venus” dress in Metropolitan Museum of Art 

 



 

 

Sequins detail Oriented 



Another creation by Dior, is the ‘Venus’. This connection further asserts the 

inventiveness of the creative French couturier through the continued interest in his masterstrokes. 

An amazing ball gown embroidered with “feather-shaped opalescent sequins, rhinestones, 

replicated pearls, and paillettes”, the ‘Venus’ embodies the classic New Look; the cinches-in 

waistline and full skirt amplify the bust and hips. The fullness of the grey tulle skirt dominates 

more space in the surrounding, consequently the gown becomes the center of attention. The 

overskirt continues into a court train, extending the length of the lower body and producing a 

more delicate and sophisticated appearance. Arranged with an overlay of scallop-shaped petals, 

this creation is most likely a reference to the world-renowned painting The Birth of Venus by 

Botticelli, in which the goddess Venus is shown emerging from the sea in a shell. The seashell is 

a theme presented in both of Botticelli’s and Dior’s creations that is commonly worshipped as a 

representation of fertility, a trait that symbolizes womanhood and the goddess Venus herself.

 

The Birth of Venus 



As Dior became a more seasoned designer and after his first successful show, he began to 

work with geometric shapes like oblique, oval, longer and vertical. This phase peaked when Dior 

created H, A, and Y lines. In the Autumn-Winter collection of 1954, he created the H line, which 

basically elongated and fitted the torso to make a youth/woman effect. The reason for the H 

name is because the garments, which included coats, suits, and dresses, were all cut in parallel 

lines and made an H shape. The media had a simpler name for them and dubbed the line the “Flat 

Look,” this was because it appeared to flatten the chest when worn which at the time drew much 

criticism (Pochna, Marie F. p32). Nevertheless, Dior continued to create more “lettered” lines 

after this controversial H line. 

 The next one was named after the letter A, which was introduced the following year in 

1955 for the Spring-Summer collection. This “A” line was akin to the H line except that it was 

based on two joining diagonals. This still made for a longer torso, but when it came to the waist 

it was more mobile thanks to the crossbar of the A. Then the Y line was introduced later in that 

same year for the Autumn-Winter collection which was known for its dropped waists and long 

Basque. Here the Y was created by two upward strokes that widened at the hips and formed a 

high waistline. The waist was tight and higher than normal, this made the skirt seem longer and 

the legs were also stretched and thinner as it reached the feet. The H, A, and Y lines primarily 

focused in distinctions of the waistlines and each had its own effects on the female figure.  

 Christian was a very organized individual who was very interested in meeting his 

customers’ needs. He created a structure from charts that divided the different types of garments 

that he could produce and posted these on the walls of his house for easy access. This large 

poster-sized charts that hung on his studio walls and included garments from suits to evening 

gowns, with more than a dozen other classifications. Each chart included the fabric samples and 

any information regarding the piece that was to be made known to the workrooms handling the 



project. While of course identifying each piece with the name of the customer or private clients. 

The original charts still exist and have been preserved by the house ever since Dior’s unexpected 

parting.  These are considered part of priceless legacy and it is the ultimate mark of Dior’s 

impeccable works.  

 Sadly, on October 24 1957, Christian Dior died of a heart attack when he was on vacation 

in Italy. His life was cut short in the prime of his couture career which only lasted ten years. 

However, the legacy he left behind was sin his fashion house, designs, brand, and the many folks 

who worked with him during his lifetime. One of these people was Yves Saint Laurent, a 21-

year-old assistant designer who was working with Christian in the Dior fashion house at the time. 

He was identified as the crown prince by Dior soon before his death and YSL went on to create 

his first line a year later following in Dior’s footsteps. From then on Saint Laurent was in charge 

as the artistic director for the Dior house until 1960. Then in 1961, Marc Bohan became the new 

artistic director and created new lines of haute couture. Then many other great designers 

followed suit and continued to push the Dior name until today.  

 



 

Yves Saint Laurent and Kouka  



 One of the tools of the trade that all of these designers used for their haute couture 

designs was the tambour hook for the tambour embroidery. The tambour hook is not a typical 

needle but rather a very fine hook that is used to punch through the preferred fabric for 

embroidery. This hook is used for tambour beading which is the name of the method for this 

particular type of embroidery. Tambour comes from the word drum in this case the drum is 

represented by the fabric being pulled by a frame. This particular method is favored by those 

who practice haute couture since threading is nonstop and it is relatively easier and faster to 

stitch. This technique was created in Europe in the late 1700’s.  

The frame typically consists of wood but can be made of other materials and also varies 

in sizes depending on the individual needs of the project and the designer. Then the fabric is 

pulled by the frame and held in place and in position for the designer to work on. Then the 

designer might sketch on the fabric to have an outline of the design that will be produced. There 

is only one type of stich that must be learned to master the use of the hook and to become very 

efficient. The hook is punched through the tightly stretched fabric to catch a fine thread from 

beneath and draw it up, creating a linked, chain-like stitch. This is repeated until all the 

embroidery pieces are attached to the fabric according to the designer’s plan.  



  

La Broderie de Lunéville 

The handbook La Broderie de Lunéville by Mick Fouriscot and Roland Gravilier, offers a 

detailed explanation of how to use the embroidery frame for the tambour embroidery method;  



 



	
	
The assembly of the fabric on the loom: 

1. Sew the embroidery fabric on the first seam. 
2. Mark with two pins where the fabric will come to position on the second stitch. 
3. Sew the embroidery fabric on the second stitch. 
4. Slide the slats into the mortises. 
5. To stretch the embroidery fabric, push the studs apart and nail them in place. 
6. Lay the first zipper, holding it with pins, starting at the top left. Proceed in the same way 

with the second pull. 
7. For lightweight fabrics, edge the fabric before attaching the pull tabs. 

	
	
	
	



 

 



 
 
 
Needle/Hook used 
The chain: 
 

1. Hold your hook well vertically with your right hand. 
2. Stitch the hook straight into the canvas (fig.1). 
3. Place your left hand under the loom and slide the wire into the hook (fig.2). 
4. When pulling on the hook, pull the thread above the fabric to form a loop on the spot 

(fig.3). 
5. Rotate the half-turn hook (fig.4) so that it is directed in the direction of work (fig.5). 
6. Draw in the canvas to make the next point (fig.6). 
7. Continue this way (fig. 7 to 13). 
8. Figs.1 to 13 show a line of points running from left to right. 
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